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ABSTRACT
“Participatory sensing”is an exciting new paradigm where
people voluntarily sense their local environment and
share this data using mobile phones and the Internet. It
can revolutionize applications such as intelligent trans-
portation, public health and social networking. How-
ever, a major concern is the amount of trust that can
be placed in the shared data. We address this concern in
our demonstration by using a Trusted Platform Module
(TPM) in conjunction with a smart phone. The TPM
is responsible for attesting the application on the phone
to assure remote entities that the application has not
been tampered with. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first demonstration of application attestation on
a smart phone employing a TPM.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the future, people will use their sensor equipped

mobile phones to monitor the urban world. This emerg-
ing paradigm, called“Participatory Sensing”has spawned
several interesting applications[2, 4]. For example, in
the Nericell project[4], people share location and audio
data captured by their mobile phones. An aggregation
server receiving this data relies on it to predict traffic
conditions. Thus, it would be desirable to provide some
assurances about the reliability of the contributed data.

In this work, we demonstrate how producers of data
in participatory sensing applications can prove to con-
sumers that their data is reliable. Wang et al.[5] find
that reliability and trustworthiness are one of the most
important attributes consumers use to judge data qual-
ity. We provide trustworthiness by guaranteeing that
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the application producing the data is not modifying it
in an unintended manner. This guarantee is provided
by a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) at the producer,
which, attests that the application binary was not mod-
ified from its original.

2. BACKGROUND
The Trusted Platform Module is a hardware security

device that provides three main features: protected stor-
age capabilities, platform integrity measurements, and
platform integrity reporting. Our demonstration uses a
TPM device which confirms to Version 1.2 of the TPM
specification created by the Trusted Computing Group
(TCG)[1].

Each TPM device comes with an Endorsement Key
(EK)—a RSA public–private key pair—burned into the
device by its manufacturer. This key is never exposed
outside the TPM, thus, any information signed using
the EK must have originated from the device using the
TPM.

TPM devices are available in many of today’s laptops
and PCs as a standard feature. However, typical partic-
ipatory sensing applications require its abilities on a mo-
bile phone. Currently, we do not know of any commer-
cially available mobile phone with a built-in TPM. Thus,
our demonstration uses a TPM device (called secfleck)
originally built for the fleck sensor node[3]

3. DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW
The entire demonstration setup is shown in Figure

1. Both the TPM and the phone (Nokia N800) are
Bluetooth enabled and a secure communication chan-
nel is established between them using standard blue-
tooth security features. An application running on the
phone is responsible for taking integrity measurements
and passing them on to the TPM. The measurements
are then used in the remote attestation protocol to es-
tablish trust between a producer and a consumer. The
integrity measurement followed by the integrity report-
ing procedure provides application attestation. Typi-
cally, integrity measurement begins with the producer
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Figure 1: Demonstration setup

creating a digest of the application binary using an al-
gorithm like SHA-1. The resulting digest is then stored
securely inside the TPM in a Platform Configuration
Register (PCR). We will refer to this value as VPCR.

The integrity reporting phase begins when a consumer
makes a request for attestation. Then, the TPM signs
VPCR and sends {VPCR}EK back to the consumer. Here,
{VPCR}EK is VPCR sent along with the TPM’s signa-
ture created using the Endorsement Key. The consumer
then creates a digest (Vapp) of the application binary
that it expects the producer is executing. Next, it veri-
fies the TPM signature and compares VPCR with Vapp.
If they match, the consumer assumes the data from
the producer to be trustworthy. The entire exchange
is shown in Figure 2. Note that our demonstration is
based on the following assumptions: the mobile phone
is trusted, the application performing integrity measure-
ments is trusted, and the TPM is securely bootstrapped.
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Figure 2: The producer attests the integrity of
its application for a remote consumer

4. CONCLUSION
We have presented the first demonstration of remote

application attestation on a mobile phone using a Trusted
Platform Module (TPM). The consumers place trust in
the data sent by a producer if and only if the producer’s
TPM can attest that the application producing the data
was not modified from its original.
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